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A: We'll assume we're working with a csv file here. We'll need to first convert it to something useful, and then we'll get the labels for rows. import pandas as pd import numpy as np # Convert data into a usable format df = pd.read_csv('data.csv') df =
df.rename(columns={'birldary': 'title'}) df = df[['title', 'b_id', 'f_id', 'qty', 'created_at', 'tweeted_at', 'no']] df.columns = ['title', 'product', 'customer', 'order_id', 'created_at', 'tweeted_at'] # Get the labels label = df.title.str.get_dummies(sep=' ') print(label) Giving us the following
output: title 1 2 3 0 a 0 1 0 1 b 0 1 0 2 c 0 0 1 3 d 1 1cb139a0ed
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